


2-----i 

3 

4 
5 
6 

8 

9 

10 

11 

13-----
14---------J 

1 Focusing magnifier 
2 Magnifier flap 
3 Focusing hood 
4 Locking clip for back hinge 

5 Eyelet slot for neck strap 
6 Neck strap button 
7 Film frame counter 

window 

8 Crank release 
(to re-tension shutter 
for double exposures) 

9 Light value scale 



10 Film advance and shutter 
tensioning crank 

11 Shutter release guard 
12 Shutter release with 

cable release socket 

13 Locating sockets for 
panorama hood 

14 Back lock clip 
15 Flash cable socket 
16 Locki ng device for flash 

cord plug 
17 Taking-lens 
18 Double bayonet mount 

for lens accessories and 
I~ns hood 

19 Shutter speed control 

20 Diaphragm control 
21 Locking button 
22 Viewing-lens 

23 Synchro lever (also' 
serves as cocking lever 
for self-timer) 

')9 Focusing knob 
30 Adjustable reminder 

of film type and speed 
Film-spool knob (Rollei
kin rewinding knob) 

31 

32 Focal or film plane 
(focusing distances 
measured from this 
line) 

33 Take-up spool knob 
(Rolleikin counter knob) 

34 Exposure table 
35 Reta ining device for 

Ro ll eikin ground glass 
mask 

36 Magnifier for eye-level 
focusing 

37 Rear sight for direct 
view finder 

38 Magnifier lifting handle 
39 Automatic film feeler 

mechanism rollers 
40 Anti-reflection baffles 
41 Winding key for toke-up 

spool 24 Indicator window for 
shutter and diaphragm 42 
settings 

Combination bock for 
No_ 120 (B II 8) and 
35 mm film 25 Pin-socket for Rolleikin 

direct view finder mask 43 Adjustable film pressure 
p late 26 Direct view finder panel 

27 Depth of field scale 
28 Focusing scale 

44 Back locking lever 
45 Tripod socket 
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THE QUICK 
BASIC PRINCIPLE 

Check diaphragm and 
shutter speed -----

'en.lon .huHer 
(with film advance crank) 

Check film frome number -----'~!I 

Set light value 
Select shutter ---

speed-diaphragm opening 
Double exposures: 

unlock cronk to re-cock shutter 

Before exposure: 
unlock shutter release 

Relea.e .huHer 

Check focus ond composition 

i------ Sports pictures: 
use direct view finder 

Flash pictures: 
adjust M-X lever 
Exposures with self-timer: 
cock self-ti mer 

Check depth of field 

.ocu. 
Adjust film reminder 

(Set diaphragm) 

Unlock flash cord plug before 
pulling it out 

....... ___ Flash pictures: 
connect flash gun 



TO LOCATE THE MOST IMPORTANT PARAGRAPHS QUICKLY 
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6 I. A Brief Rolleiflex-Anatomy 

10 The Automat(c Film-Transport 
Mechanism 

12 II . Rolleiflex 2.8 D in Opera lion 
12 Ever Ready Case 
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12 Lens Cap 
14 Holding the Camera 
16 Focusing Hood 
16 Focusing Magnifier 
17 Direct View Finder 
18 Focusing 
18 Diaphragm 
19 Depth of Field 
24 Shutter Speed 
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24 Shutter Tensioning 
25 Releasing 
26 Exposure and Light Value 
29 Exposure Table 
30 Self-Timer 
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31 III . Flashlight Technique 

34 Flash Photography Tips 

36 . IV. Loadin~ and Film 
Transport 

36 Back 
38 Inserting the Film Spool 
40 Threading the Film ~eader 
40 Film Transport 
43 Film Reminder 

44 V. Tips on Picture-Taking 
44 Landscapes 
46 Portraits 
47 Children 
47 Animals 
48 Snapshots 
49 Sports 
50 Theatre and Music-Hall 
50 Night 

"51 Copying 
52 Reflecting Surfaces 

'Page: 

53 Plants 
53 Color Pictures 
54 Panoramas 
55 Multiple Exposures 
56 Micro Photography 
56 Care of Camera 
56 In Case of Damage to the 

Camera 

Tables : 

21 Depth of Field 
23 Speed of Movi ng Objects 

and Shutter Speed 
27 Light Values 
28 Exposure Table 
32 Flash-contact and Shutter 

Speed 
43 Speed of Emu Isions 
57 Practical Accessories 
58 Rollei Filters 
59 Rolleinars 

Important: Before attempting to use or handle the camera we urge you to read carefully 
" pages 12, 16, 24 and 36. 
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I. A BRIEF ROLLEIFLEX-ANATOMY 

The Automatic Rolleiflex is a camera choracterized 
above all by two special design features, the rigid 
construction of the twin lens reflex and the automatic 
film transport mechanism. These technical advantages 
do not form merely a basis for very high performance 
but at the same time contribute materially to the 
simplicity and ease of use for which the Rollei is 
justly famous . 

Construction of the Twin Lens Reflex 

In the Rolleiflex two separate cameras are joined in 
a twin·camera with a common sturdy die-cast body , 
the bottom half is the 

taking-camera, in which the film is exposed, ond the 
upper half is the 

viewing-camera, which is des igned on the mirror·reflex 
principle. Its ·special task is to ' make the focusing 
visible on the ground glass and to supply a control 
image essentially similar to that of the prospective 
picture. 

The image forming rays are transmitted by the fully 
open viewing lens, projected on to the ground glass 



screen via the mirror and the result is a right-side-up 
ground glass image, in the full size of the original 
picture. This viewing image is visible at all times 
and every detail of composition and framing may 
be watched even during exposure. 

The ground glass' screen is ruled with a number of 
vertical and horizontal lines making it possible to 
detect errors , such as lines which converge but should 
be parallel or a slanting horizon , in time to notice 
and correct them . It is easy to straighten or level 
the camera by means of the lines on the ground 
glass screen. 

Above all , the ground glass screen provides the 
means for focusing the camera_ This is accomplished 
by rotating the focusing knob . Both lenses, which 
are inflexibly coupled to each other by means of a 
sturdy common front plate, are thereby adjusted 
simultaneously; a sharp viewing image therefore 
guarantees an ~qually sharp picture. Since the Rollei
flex is equipped with a fast viewing lens and an 
optically prepa~ed ground glass screen, the viewing 
image is extremely bright and clear and focusing 
can be done very critically. 

The focusing hood, which is designed for one-hand 
operation is kept in both open and closed positions 
by spring tension. It is equipped with a swinging 
magnifier, adjustable to the individual eye-sight. 



.It offers at approximately 2.5 times magnification of 
the entire ground glass image, a still more precise 
means for focusing the camera. 

If the front panel of the foc~sing hood is pushed 
inward, it is transformed into a direct view finder 
through which the subject may be seen in natural 
size making it particularly easy to follow fast acliOD. 
In this case it is still possible at all times to maintain 
control over focus : this is made possible by means of 
a second, adjustable magnifier in the back of the focus
ing hood, and a diagonally mounted mirror. A slight 
raising or lowering of the RolieiAex is all that is 
required to alternate between the right-side-up open 
view in the direct finder, and the reversed center 
portion of the ground glass focusing image. The fact 
that the two finder openings are located so close 
together, enables quick framing of the subject after 
focusing . The usefulness of the open direct view 
finder is thereby enhanced for sports pictures . 

Focusing the front lens panel throughout the range 
from OJ (infinity) - 40 inches ' (distances measured 
from the focal or film plane to the subject) is ac
complished by nearly one full turn of the focusing 
knob . The special design of Ihe focusing mechanism (a 
camdrive based on the principle of the archimedic 
spiral) insures uniform movement of the lens panel in 
bath directions without play or backlash . 



Tied in with the movement of the lens"s is a simple 
sliding mechanism, located beneath the ground glass, 
p<"oviding completely automatic parallax compensa
tion. Consequently, the final picture is aJways framed 
exactly as originally viewed on the ground glass 
screen . Similarly complete control is had even when 
using supplemen'tary Rolleinar lenses for close·up 
work because of the Rolleipar which is built into the 
Heidosmat·Rolleinar. 

The Synchra·Compur Shutter is set to the desired 
exposure either by means of the light value scale or 
through independent adjustment of the shutter speed 
and diaphragm controls . For this purpose the two 
knurled control wheels are used . The selected ex· 
posure is maintained because of the automatic inter
locking device (locking button). The shutter speed 
and diaphragm opening may be changed at will 
throughout the available working range merely by 
moving one control 'wheel, without affecting the 
previously chosen exposure. Scale setting figures for 
the shutier speed and diaphragm opening appear in 
combination in the single peep window located just 
in front of the ground glass screen. 

Since the two lenses are of identical focal, length 
(f = 80 mm, picture angle [across diagonal] 53°) 
it follows that the 'image in bath sections of the 
camera will always be critically focused on the same 
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portion of the subject simultaneously . The f: 2'.8 
toking lens is a five glass construction with 
two cemented elements (modified Gauss-type) and 
features outstanding correction for black and white 
and color pictures, while the viewing·Heidosmat 
f : 2.8 lens meets with the special requirements for 
critical ground glass screen focusing. Both lenses are 
treated with abrasion resistant coating. The bayonet 
receptacles circling the mounts are intended for 
attaching the lens hood and supplementary optical 
accessories, which in this way will be held in 
optically correct position and form a solid unit with 
the camero. 

The removable combination back is attached to the 
camera by means of two hinges with automatic lock 
and at the bottom it contains the tripod socket and 
the safety back lack. Its adaptabi lity for the twa 
picture sizes 2'h X 2V4', and 24 X 36 mm is the result 
of the adjustable film pressure plate which can be 
set for 120 (B II 8) ·film (with paper backing), or for 
35 mm film (without paper backing) when used in 
conjunction with the Rollei~in 2 C attachment. In both 
cases a film channel is created with a width that 
corresponds to the thickness of the film being used. 
Thus the film can be properly held in the focal plane, 
and also can slide through without undue friction 
when advanced. 

The Automatic Film Transport 
Mechanism 

The constant readiness of the Rolleiflex, a natural 
result of its advantageous twin-lens design, is further 
enhanced by the automatic film transport mechani ; m. 
The quick acting crank coupled with on automatic 
gear mechanism performs five important functions 
with each pendulum swing : 

1. Advances film to ne~t frame 

2. Advances film frame counter 

3. Tensions the shutter 

4. Releases shutter iock 

5. Engages film lock. 

The shutter release and film advance crank are lacked 
and unlocked alternately, thereby offering full insu· 
ranee against double exposures or skipped frames. 

For intentional double exposures the crank must be 
unlocked at the cronk bose : Turning the cra~k a full 
turn to the left cocks the shutter again wit h aut 
advancing the film . 

Automatic stops limit the extent of crank swing. With 
the' increasing thickness of the film on the take·up 
spool the crank swing decreases from % of a turn 
in the beginning to just under 1/2 turn at the end 



of the roll. Thus the film is always advanced exactly 
one lull frame . -

In addition to this, each swing of the crank automati
cally brings up the next number in the 'film counter 
window. 

The positioning of the film so that the first frame is 
correctly placed also is accomplished automatically . 
After inserting the full film spool in the bottom 
chamber, the paper leader ;"ust be passed through 
the two feeler rollers and drawn up on to the 
empty take-u'p spool. The feeler rollers will allow 
uninterrupted passage of the thin backing paper . 
Only when the increased thickness (at the point where 
film joins paper) goes through the rollers, does the 
automatic tripping mechanism allow the counter to 
go into action . The crank continues briefly and then 
stops, firmly - the film has reached the position for ex· 
posure No. 1. The pre s sur e 0 I the r 0 I I e r s 
is released immediately after the 
pas sag e 0 f the f i 1m ' s . beg inn i n g so 
that the rest of the roll will slip through .freely. 

After the twelfth exposure, the counter mechanism 
automatically disengages and the crank turns freely, 
permitting the complete winding up of the fully 
exposed filII). 
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II. THE ROLLEIFLEX 2.8 D IN OPERATION 

The Ever Ready Case 

deserves mention here since it is so often used with 
the camera. 

To Open: lift the top by grasping the snap Ciltch 
buttons at the rear and fold forward and down (D .. 

To Close : pull the .top over the camera and push 
down to engage the snaps . (Simultaneous folding 
of the focusing hood is also possible with this move· 
ment.) Always return focusing knob to infinity posi· 
tion since the extended front may otherwise interfere 
with clos ing the case . 

To Remove Camera From Casc: pull up the metal 
clips located at the top of th e sid.es of the case ®. 
Lift the crank a little way from the case, spread the 
sides and lift the camera farward and out 0. 

Putting the Camera in the Case : pull up the clips 
and spread the case apart ; then slip the crank 
through the large opening from the inside and lower 
the camera backwards into the case . Push the clips 
down through the chrome plated strap holder slots. 

The Neck Strap 

In order to be ab le to carry the camera slung from 
the neck without an ever ready case, a special black 
leather strap is available. 

How to fasten it : hook the metal loop of the leather 
strap on the strap holder' button @, pull locking 
sl ide up and push it into the strap holder slot as fo r 
as it goes @. 

The Lens Cap 

is foldable . The upper part is attached in front of 
the viewing lens by bayonet mounting and the lower 
part through friction fit, 

Removal of Lens Cap: lift the lower part by the 
tab at the lower edge and fold it against the upper 
part 0 . Remove cap from the bayonet by turning 
it counter·clockwise 1f.! of a turn '®. 
Attachi'ng Lens Cap: fit the folded cap into the 
bayonet of the viewing lens - hinge pointing to 
the right (focusing knob) - and fasten it with a 
.1f.! turn clockwise. Fold down the lower part and 
snap into place. 
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Holding the Camera 

Basic rule: camera hanging around the neck with 

taut strap and the camero held firmly by both hands. 

Th ~ right hand grasps the came ro at the bottom, 

the index finger on the shuller release, the thumb 

supporting the uplifted cronk (quick handling of the 

film transport: p. 42). The left hand does the focus-

14 

ing (D . In this position diaphragm and shuller con

trols may be operated comfortably with two fingers. 

The Carrying Strap is adjusted to a comfortable 

length , so that the camero may ' be carried on the 

shoulder when not in use. In order that the shuller 

may be released with tout strop to ovoid camero 

movement, loop the strop around the right hand, 

thus shortening it to achieve normal viewing 



distance 0. Further shortening of the strap when 

using the magnifie r can' easily be effected by making 

use af the left hand in the same way 0. 
Caution: a wrong or uncomfortable "grip" may 

cause you to lift inadvertently the hanging tap of 

the ever ready case. 

In arder to assure solid contact when working with 

a tripod, do not use the ever ready case. 

Waist·level or eye·level positions for the camera are 

considered normal for most pictures. The extremely 

flexi ble Rollei , however, readily permits exposures 

at or near floor leve l, overhead, shooting straight 

up or down, and occasionally, surprise snaps "a round 

the corner". The illustrations 0-0 show a few possi

bilities for such pictures with the camera in different 

pasitions. 
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Focusing Hood 

To Open : lift the rear edge of the focusing hood 
cover - Spring tension keeps it open <D. 
To Close: pull back focusing hood CD. 

16 

The push·button at the rear of the focusing 
hood serves to hold the Rolleikin ground 
glass screen mask or the Rolleigrid lens. 

Focusing Magnifier 

To Raise : pull release lever in the open focusing 
hood upwards - the magnifier springs into posi· 
tion 0 . 
To lower (before closing the focusing hood) ; push 
down magnifier flap by pressure on the side of the 
frame until it snaps into position @. 

Use of the Magnifier : use the magnifier as close 
to the eye as possible . 



Direct View Finder 
To Open (after raising , the magnifier) : push the direct 
view finder flap inwards unlil it snaps into place CD· 
To Close: depress magnifier flap slightly - the 
direct view finder panel immediately returns to normal 
position @. 
The subject is viewed at eye·level through the direct 
view finder and focusing may be checked by means 
of the second magnifier. 

Focusing Magnifiers for Added Convenience 
Both magnifiers can also be 
focused by far·sighted per· 
sons, but not wearing 
glasses. by tilting magnifiers 
out of their normal position : 
grasp magnifier at the sides, 
lift and focus critically on 
the ground glass screen 
lines . 
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Focusing 
Focus the Rolleiflex by turning the focusing knob, 
at the same time critically observin'g the sharpness 
af the ground glass screen image. The footage scale 
serves also ta indicate the depth of field, a matter 
which need not concern you too much at first. 
The magnifier facilitates the mort critical focusing. 
Important : 

Focus so that the greatesi degree of sharpness 
prevails at main subject distance. 

The Diaphragm 
The diaphragm controls the amount of light passing 
through the lens . It has a double effect: 

Slopping down 
inc rea s e s the depth of field and 

red u c e s the effective amount of light. 

Therefore the exposure time must be increased 
correspondingly when using a smaller diaphragm 
opening. This is done automatically in the range 
between .1/500 th - 1 sec . by means of the speed, 
diaphragm coupling (see page 26) . A recalculation 
is necessary only whim using ' 6 ' , for time expo, 
sures. The table immediately following gives correct 
relative times for use in this case. 

Diaphragm 
Exposure 

2.8 4 5.68 
2 4 8 

11 16 22 
16 32 64 

Notice that each succeeding smaller stop requires 
exactly double the exposure of the preceeding one 
(page 26) . • 

The diaphragm scale itself is easily seen, black figures, 
in the peep window above the viewing lens . 

Adjusting the diaphragm: depress lacking button 
and turn control wheel. 



Depth of Field 

Most picture subjects require that acceptable 
sharpness extend somewhat before and behind the 
exact distance focused an . Landscapes, for instance, 
require considerable "depth of field ". Twa factors 
influence the extent of the sharp zone : distance 
actually focused' on and diaphragm opening. 

In contrast to close-up focusing the sharp zane is 
many times greater when the lens is focused on 
long distance : 

1. The depth of field increases with the 
taking distance . 

In any case, however, the sharp zone of the picture 
may be increased considerably by s top pin g 
dow n the diaphragm: 

2. The depth of fi~ld increases when 
stopping down . 

As a practical rule the second alten:lOtive is pref
erable and only in emergency cases should the 
taking distance be increosed because of loss in 
image size . 

The extent of the depth of field at any distance may 
be read off on the focusi ng knob. 

Depth of Field Scale 
On and next to the focusing knob two scales are 
visible: the movable focusing scale with figures 
indicating feet and the fixed depth of field scale with 
the diaphragm values . The diaphragm stops 4-22 are 
arranged in pairs symmetrically on both sides of the 
central focusing paint T ,; The 5.6 position's are in
dicated by dots. 

The center of each footage figure indicates the correct 
setting far that distance. 
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In Practice 

After focusing, the near and far limits af the depth of 
field may be read off directly belaw the pair af 
figures indicating the diaphragm opening chasen . 

Sharp facus extends throughout the area 
bracketed by the marks representing 

the selected diaphragm apening . 

1. Example: focusing to 12 ft with diaphragm 
opening 8 gives a depth of field 10 ft to 15 ft approx. 
Focu'sing to 12 ft with diaphragm opening f : 22 gives 
on the other hand a depth of field from 7.5 ft to 40 ft 
approx. (Stopping down improves the depth of field!) 

Considerable stopping down necessitates greatly 
increased exposure time , To obtain depth of field 
with the largest possible diaphragm opening, a 
different method of focusing must be employed: 

2. Example: the subject requires sharpness from 
8 ft to 15 ft . (Other distances, if unknown, can be 
read directly off the scale after ' focusing separately 
to the limits required .) Procedure : the focusing knob 
is turned until both footage values are located 
opposite ide n tic a I diaphragm openings, and in 
this way the m 0 s t f a v 0 r a b I e diaphragm 
opening is obtained, in this case f : 11. 



Depth of Field Table ,d'"o"o " 'e.II 

Diaphragm 2.8 4 5.6 8 11 16 22 
187' 4' 131' 3 ' 93 ' ·10 ' 65 ' 7' 47' 9 ' 32' 10' 23' 10 ' 16' 5' 

00 ' 

43 ' II ' 41' 4 ' 36' 10' 31' 8 ' 26' 10 ' 21' 6 ' 17' 4' /2" - 13' 2' 
60' W 4' 109' 9 ' 164' 4 ' 690' 7 ' 

25' II ' 24' 6 ' 22' II' 20' II' 18' 71
/ . ' - 15' II' 13' 61/t"' - 10' II' 

30' 35' 7' 38' 8 ' 43' 9 ' 55' 6 ' 78' 7' 312' 8' 

18' l'/t" - 17' 5 ' 16' i' 15' 51/ .'_ 14" 3 ' - 12' 7' 11 ' I ' - 9' 21/2 "-
20' 22' 4' 23' 6' 25' 3 ' 28' 51/2' 33' 101/2' 49' 91/2" 114' II ' 197' 5' 

15' 
13' II ' 13' 6 ' 12' 12 ' 12' 31/2" - 11 ' 61/2"- 10' 5' 9' 41/2'- 8' 1/.'-

a; 16' 3 ' 16' 10'/,' 17' 9 ' 19' 3 112' 21 ' 7' 27' 38' 10' 145' 7' 
J! 11 ' 4 ' 11 ' 112" - 10' 81/2"- 10' 3 ' - 9' 81/ .... _ 8' II' 7' 10' /,'- 7' 11/ .... _ 

~ 12' 12' 91/2"- 13' 2 ' 13' 8' 14' 61/t" 15' 10 ' 18' 7' 23' 5 ' 41' 5 ' 

~ 10' 
9' 61/ .'- 9' 4 ' - 9' I' 8' 9' - 8' 41/ ,"_ 7' 9'/,'- 7' 21/." - 6' 41/2"' -

~ 10' 61/2 ' 10' 91/ ,' 11 ' I ' 11 ' 81/2' 12' 6 ' 14' 11/ ,' 16' 81/2. 24' 3 ' 

'0 7' 8 1/2 "' - 7' 6s/,"_ 7' 5' 7' 21/ ,'- 6' II' - 6' 61/ , " _ 6' 11/,'_ 5' 61/ ."-

g> 8' 8' .- 8' 5' /,' 8' 81/ , " 9' 11/ ,' 9' 5' / ... 10' 41/ , . II ' 81/ ," 14 II ' 
:;; 

9 1/ .'- 7' /,' _ 6' /" - 41/2 '- 6' 2 ' 5' 10'/,'- 5' 61/ ," - '/,"-e 6' 6' 6' 6' - 5' 
I-- 7' 7' 3" 7' 4a/," 7' 61, •• 7' 9'/," 8' 11/ ,' 8' 8' /,' 9' 7' /,' 11 ' 81/t' 

5' 10 ' - 5' 9'/, ' - 5' 8 ' - 5' 6' /,'- 5' 4' /,' - 5' 1'1,'- 4' 10' /, ' - 4' 6'/" -6' 6' 2'/,' 6' 3'/,' 6' 4'Iz' 6' 61/2' 6' 93/ ," 7' 21/t" 7' 9' /, ' 9' I ' 

4' 10' /,'- 4' 10 ' - 4' 9' /, ' _ 4' 8'/, ' _ 4' 67/8' _ 4' 4' /, '_ 4' 2' /,' - 3' 11'/"-
5' 5' 1t/2" 5' 2' /,' 5' 3 ' 5' 4' /,' 5' 61/ ,' 5' 95/,' 6' 2'/,' 6' 11'/,' 

4' 
3' 11'/"- 3' 10' /, ' - 3' 10' /,'- 3' 9' /"- 3' 83/ ,"_ 3' 71/2" - 3' 6' - 3' 3'/, '_ 
4' 7/ 8 ' 4' 1'/,' 4' 1'/,' 4' 2'/,' 4' 33/ , ... 4' 5' /,' 4' 8'/,' 5' I' 

3.5' 
3' 5' /"- 3' 5' 3' . 1/,"- 3' 4'/,'- 3' 3' /, ' - 3' 2' /"- 3' l'h' - 2' 11'/, ' -
3' 6' /,' 3' 7' 3' 7' /,' 3' 8 ' 3' 8s/ " " 3' 101/8" 4' 4' 3' /,' 

Diaphragm 2.8 4 5.6 11 16 22 
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The Depth of Field Table 

Since the sharp zane in the picture does nat end 
abruptly, but gradually changes ta samething less 
sharp , it is generally sufficient ta read the depth 
af field in raund figures . With this in mind the scale 
an the focusing knob has been calibrated for quick 
and practical use. 

If exact figures are desired, these may be found in 
the table on page 21 . 

For normal use the u p per of the double row of 
diaphragm figures is used as in the case when an 
enlargement is to be made later from the entire 
2'1. X 2'1. negative. (These diaphragm openings are 
based on a circle of confusion of 1/1400 of the 
focal length .) 

On the other hand if enlargements are to be made 
from a small portion of the negative (or Rolleikin 
negatives) , it is advisable to go by the lower row 

. of diaphragm openings (circle of confusion = f/2(00) . 

22 

Explanation: the degree of sharpness required from 
a negative is exclusively dependent on the magnifi
cation of the prospective enlargement and its subse
quent viewing distance. 

In order to obtain a correct perspective impression 
at 10' (a comfortable viewing distance) a whole 
Rollei neg~tive would have to be enlarged 3.1 X to 
7'/, X 7'/;. Enlargements of this size, viewed at 10', 
determine the basis for the minimum acceptable 
sharpness. With this in mind the size of the circle 
of confusion is compute d and the limits of the 
depth of field ascertained . Negatives made in this 
way will permit enlargements also to larger sizes, 
while still retaining the same' impression of sharpness. 
This is because the viewing distance is always cor
respondingly increased . 

With en largements from portions of Rollei negatives 
or from Rolleikin negatives, the requirements with 
regard to sharpness are more critical. In this case 
depth of field is calculated using a smaller circle of 
confusion. In practical use the required depth is 
obtained through the use of a smaller diaphragm 
opening. 

The effectiveness of the scale on the camera itself 
may be extended in the same manner merely by 
using the next smaller diaphragm opening than the 
one indicated for the desired zone. 

If enlargements of very gerat size are to be made 
use a diaphragm opening two stops smaller than 
the one indicated. 



Speed of MovIng Subled' and Shutter Speed. 

Miles per hour approximately 

3 mph 6 mph 12 mph 30 mph UJ mph 120 mph 

Example: Pedestrians Runners 'Bicycles light Athletics 
Stormy 

Automobiles 
Railway Trains Motor Racing Moving air Windy 

~ 

..... " , .... _fIIiifi: .... .-
~ I .... I ~ 

-;;;- 40 
"E 

1/30 1/60 1/30 l/eo 1/125 l/eo 1/125 

" ~ 15 1/ 30 l/eo .. 1/12 1/ 60 1/125 1/250 1/125 1/250 
u 
c 

8 1/ 60 1/125 1/25 1!t25 1/250 1/500 11250 1/500 .2 
is 

4 1/ 125 1/250 V500 1/ 250 ;/500 1/500 

Moving Objects require s h art shutter speeds in 
order to be reproduced sharply. For this purpose 
the table contains computed min i mum vol u e s , 
depynding on the factors: speed, distance and di
rection. 
Taking distance : the yard-column on the left 
stands for sufficient sharpness (f/14oo), th'e yard
column on the rig h t for increased sharpness 
(f/2000). In spite of these normally correct figures, 

Surf Racing .. ,z.- .- ,I 
I ... I r- 1-

1/250 L /125 11250 1/500 1/250 1/500 1/500 50 
~ 

1/500 1/250 11s00 1/500 25 
c 
~ .. 
U 

1/500 12 
c 
.2 is -

6 

it i~ often possible in adual photography to use 
longer shutter speeds . This is because the eye inter
prets slight unsharpness as giving an added impres
sion of speed. 

long arrow = direction movement. 
A short arrow = taking direction (-+ up to 10°, ,II up 
to 30° and -t up to 90° to the direction of mov&
ment). 
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Hand-Held Pictures: 

Fast Speeds 

1/&XJ 1/250 1/125 1/60 1130 1/15 

The Shutter Speed 
The Synchro-Compur shutter is a between-t he-Iens 
shutter operating at the above des ig nated speeds. In
between speeds are not possible. 1/60 th sec. re
presents a most commonly used instantaneous shutter 
speed which minimizes risk of camera movement . 
Shutter speeds longer than 1/30 th sec. are generally 
safe only with a tripod . To a void unsharpn ess due 
to subject movement, see table page 23. 

Shutter speed val<Jes appear in the peep wi ndow as 
red figures - read them as denominators of the frac
tion values, i. e . 30 = 1/30 th sec . Selected scale va lues 
wi ll resist accidental displacement through click stops. 

Setting the shutter speed: depress locking bwtton on 
the diaphragm wheel @ and turn shutter speed 
wheel ([9). 

The light value 
is set on the appropriate scale, located on the 
shutter speed control wheel. See page 26 for infor
mation on use of light values . 

Tripod Pictures : 

Slay, Speeds 

I 
Time Expasure 

1/8 1/4 1/2 1 sec B 

Setting the light value : depress locking button on the 
diaphragm wheel and turn shutter speed wheel ([9) 
or diaphragm wheel @_ 

Shutter speed-diaphragm opening change, while 
retaining same light value : turn shutter speed 

wheel only ([9). 

Shutter tensioning 
Tensioning together with film advance is automatic 
through crank action (page 40) . Tension ing without 
film advance - possible only with roll -film loaded 
camera - for intentional double or multiple 
exposures: 
Move release ring at base of crank in direction of 
arrow and then turn crOllk through one complete 
b a c k war d revolution until it 'stops (D. 
Tensioning with Rolleikin: automatic through crank 
action . Double exposures not possible. 
Tension,ng wit.h Plate Adapter: swing crank normally, 
through "80 0

, and back to stop. Repeated tensioning 
for multiple exposures possible. 



Releasing Shutter 

The body shutter relea~e is locked when the safety 
guard is in the upper pasitian and unlocked when 
it is swung down (180 ° ) to the lower position. When 
the rel ease button is pressed, a slight but distinct 
resistance is felt and then the shutter is immediately 
actuated. - The depressed re lease button may also 
be locked in this position for long time exposures . -
A cable release may be screwed into the release 
button and can be operated whether button is locked 
or .not. 

Instantaneous exposures: with 
lowered position, press release 
it stops~. 

release guard in 
button gently until 

Time exposures : set shutter to ' B', unlock release 
button , press and hold for duration of exposure . 
To reduce possibility of camera movement, use a 
locking type cable release . 
Lang Time expasures: set shutter to ' B', depress 
release slightly (not enough to open shutter) and 
swing guard to lock it In this position @ . Exposure: 
pr.ess release completely ® and terminate by swing
ing release guard downward ®. 
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Brightness -+ L-___ Li_g_ht __ va_l_ue ____ ~I{ Shutter Speed l ~ Subject Motion (Page 23) 

Diaphragm Opening -I ~ Depth of Field (Page 19) 

Exposure and Light Value 
Correct exposure is dependent upon existing illumina
tion (more exactly : subject brightness) . The light value 

indicotes the correct exposure. A reoding is taken 
from the exposure table or a photo·electric exposure 

meter set for the proper film speed and then trans

posed to the light value scale of the camera . This 

sets the camera for the correct or desired exposure . 

Through the interlocking mechanism both shutterspeed 

and diaphragm scales are positively coupled. The 

combination may therefore be altered at will within 

the availoble working range without affecting the 

relationship between the two scales, or the exposure . 

The most suitable combination , according to the 

subject's requirements ·for depth.of.field sharpness 
(see table) , may be selected without the need for 

further recalculation . This adju'stment is made merely 

by turning the shutter speed control wheel ' alone 

(page 24) . 

The light value scale has been calculated in such a 
way that each smaller number gives twice the ex

posure. It is thus very simple to compensate for 
changes which occur in lighting (page 29) , changes due 
to difference in film sensitivity (page 43) or when 

increased exposure is required when using filters 

(page 58) . 

It is also possible to set for intermediate values on the 

light value scale . This always results in intermediate 

diaphragm opening settings, since in-between shutter 

speeds cannot be used . 

If the ' S' setting appears when choosing the shutter 

speed-diaphragm combination it will indicate that 

double the next previous setting is.required, or 2 secs. 
Exposure time is doubled for each smaller diaphragm 

opening. For example, light value 6 : 

Shutter speed 1/8 1/4 1/2 (2) (4) (8) 
----~------------~~-
Diaphragm opening 2.8 4 5.6 8 11 16 22 
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Explanations 
of the Picture 
Examples: 

A 
High mountains 
(snow) without 
foreground 
Open beach 

B 
Sport scenes 
Bright streets 
and squares, 
open landscapes 

C 
landscapes with 
foreground 
Groups in open air 

D 
Groups in shade 
Street scenes with 
shade 

E 
Groups under trees, 
lightly shaded 
Groups in gla55-
roofed halls 



The Exposure Table 

Subject brightness is easily judged and classified 
by means of the five standard lighting conditions 
represented by two illustrations each at the top of 
the table . 

Film t peed is indi~ated at the left by ASA figures and 
at the right by 1/10 0 DIN values (see page 43). 

Light value is found where brightness and film speed 
columns cross . 

Light value adjustment, due to overcast sky or when 
sun is. lower in the sky, is made by use of lower 
scale . Upper scale : full sunshine - lower scole: 
overcast sky. The length . and intensity of your awn 
body's shadow will give some idea of light conditions . 
The ability to estimate ar.d choose the correct light 
values for vorious light·ing conditions and times of 
day will soon come when you begin working on sunny 
and cloudy days. 

Example: Color film 25 ASA (15/10 0 DIN), landscape 
with foreground, sunny, noontime (shadows short, no 
light value adjustment): light value 11 . Available 
speed-diaphragm combinotians : 1/250-f: 2.8, 1/125-f: 4, 
etc. Same subject in the afternoon , longer shadows, 
would require adjusted value, perhaps 11 -1 = 10. 

The 'exposure table with it. light values has been 

designed for use with most often met with lighting 

conditions and serves to prevent serious errors. In 

difficult cases or for greatest accuracy, it is advisable 

to make use of a photo-electric exposure meter. If the 

meter is not calibrated for light values, shutter speed 

and diaphragm scales are set separately. Thus the 

correct light value will be indirectly ascertained and 

changes to ather combinations may be easily and 

quickly made in the previously described manne r_ 

General Exposure Rule: " is not always possible to 
pair a sufficiently fast shutter speed (to minimize effect 

of subject motion) with a small diaphrag m open ing 

(for greater depth of field ). Obviously a compromise 

is required and it would be well to remember that 

under-exposure results in hopel ess ly lost shadow 

detail, whereas aver-exposure may be compensated 

for to a great extent by proper processing . Therefore : 

a good general rule for exposure : 

Always expose for the shadows, 
rather a bit more than tao little 1 
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Self-timer 

The Synchro·lever (page 31) serves also as the 
cocking lever for the self·timer. In self·timer 
shots a delay of approximately ten seconds 
occurs between release of the shutter and the 
actual exposure. Any shutter speed, excepting B, 
from 1 to I/SOOth sec. may be used. Cocking of the 
self·timer mechonism is possible only after the shutter 
itself has been cocked , ana is acco~plished by swing. 
ing the Synchro lever from position X CD in the 
direction of the arrow until it stops (D. To move the 

lever from M to X, pull out the spring loaded small 

knurled knob . Shorter delays than 10 seconds are 

possible by merely moving the leve r only port of the 

way. Upon release olthe shutter the lever immediately 

springs bock to X position CD, indicating that the 

mechanism has gone into action . This also serves to 

show that the X. setting is the only possible one to 

use when making flash self·timer shots (see 8 page 35). 

To Use : First tension shutter (cronk), then cock self· 

timer. Release shutter as usual. 



III. HAS H LIGHT TECH N I QUE 

In modern flashlight technique the camera shutter 

takes over the task of firing the bulb electrically 

at the right mame'nt. In this way instantaneous flash 

exposures are possible with a hand-held camera. 

The Synchro-Compur shutter in the Rolleiflex is, for 

this purpose, equipped with electrical contact. The 

contact may be adjusted to the required delay of 

the flash lamps by means af the Synchra-Iever : 

The X-contact CD present, the simplest type of contact 

(zero-delay) . It is ' required far zero-delay electranic ' 

flash units (without relay) and a few flash lamps . 

The M-contact 0) means f u I I s y n c h ron i z a -

t ion. It warks with most flash lamps and the electri

cally fired flash powder (capsule flash) . The ' most 

impartant adva ntage af the M-cantact : with certain 

flash lamps it may be employed at the shorter shutter 

speeds even includi,ng 1/500th sec. Due to the full 

synchronization the shutter is always apen when the 

flaoh' emitted by the lamp reaches its peak intensity . 

Thus a I I types af instantaneous flash exposures 
are possible with the Rolleiflex. . . 
The selection of flash lamp-type depends an the 
.Iight output required by the subject . Many makes are 
available in three graups (narmal, medium and 

high light output) . The selectian is dependent on the 
taking canditions, especially as to whether a room 

of shallow or great depth is to be illuminated. 

Selectian af M-X lever pasitian , applicable speed range 

and exposures can, be learned from the instructions 
of the different flash light praducts. Far the best knawn 

makes the table on page 32 contains the necessary 
information and the permissible shutter speeds. 

Connecting Flash Unit: push flash cord plug inta the 

sacket an the camera . 

Setting for desired flash position: Pullout the small 

knurled knab samewhat and swing lever to either X 

CD ar M 0). The knurled knob will spring back, 
locking the lever in the chasen position . 

Removing Flash Cord Plug: unlock by swinging locking 

lever 0 . 
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~ Flash Contact and Permissible Shutter Speeds 

FLASH LIGHT SOURCE 

Make Type 

I. Electronic Flash Without 
Relay 11 /20001 

General Electric 
Westi nghouse 

SM 1112001 

Sylvania SF 11/2001 

West, Japan SS 11/2001 

FO 11/1001 
Osram Fl , F2 ~1/501 

XP, XO 11/2001 

West, Japan 12 (1/l001 

Osram 
S2 

I--
SO, SI 

Philips (Mazda) Pf3N, PFI4, 
." PF 25, PF 56 
e General Electric ::r 5, 11 , 22 ,.. Westinghouse 
0 
:I West; Japan 0, 3,5, 11,22 ~ 

Press 25, 40, 
Sylvan ia __ 0, Bantam 8 

2 

Philips (Mazda) PF 110 

General Electric 50 
Westinghouse 

Sylvania 3 

General E-Iectric 
Westinghouse 6,31 
West, Japan 

Sylvan ia FP 26, 2A 

III. Capsule Flash Average 

() 
o 
" o 
!l 

x 

Shutter Speed: 
Fastest Slowest 

Recommended 

1/500 ' 11250 .---.---. ---- ---
X I 1/60 1/60 

x I 1/30 1130 

M ' 1/500 1/30 

e::~=. ___ • 
M I 1/500 1/60 

M I 1/125 1/60 

---.---. ------ ----
M I 1/60 1/30 

M I 11250 1/30 . 

M I 1/125 1/30 



Explanation of the Table 

The "Contact" column indicates the carrect setting 
af the M-X lever for each lamp type_ 

The "ShuHer Speed" column shows the permissible 
speed range: 

Center: the r e com men de d shutter speed in
cludes practically the e n t ire light ootput of the 

flash lamp _ This assures the maximum illumination as 

well as the smallest diaphragm (for greater depth of 

field)_ The following applies as a general rule: 

Use the standard r e com men d e d speed 
together with the correct setting of the 

M-X lever for the lamp in usc_ 

Left: the fa s t est speed indicates the limit to which 

the shutter may be set. For lively action or sports 

subjects, the faster speeds are employed. 

Right: the exposure time may be increased to the 

s lowes t speed (I second or even time exposures), 

if, in addition ta the flash, it is desired to make use 
of existing light. In such cases the tot a I amount 

of light from all sources must be considered in 
choosing the diaphragm opening . 

The Effective Expasure Time (as indicated in the table 
by means of colored ink) is net in each case identical 
to -the shutter speed , but depends on the portion 
of the flash lamp light output utilized : 

With X-Contact the duration of the flash itself is 
actually shorter than any of the permissible shutter 
speeds. Therefare, the duration of the flash (figure 
shown in parenthesis) is the effective appropriatl' 
exposure time and the diaphragm opening must be 
the same regardless of the shutter speed selected. 

With M-Contact the shutter speeds, fram ' fastest' 
to ' recommended ' fall within the duration of the 
flash : they, therefore, represent the actual exposure 
time and if the shutter speed is increased, the dia
phragm must be opened accordingly. Only when 
slower shutter speeds ore employed is the fully uti

lized light output equal to the actual exposure 
time, and this is the same as the recommended speed . 

The illustration should make the utilization of the 
available flash light still more obvious : the white 
symbols represent the flash , and their size, the 
utilized light at i he shutter speed employed. 
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How the Flash Contacts Work 

The information given thus for is entirely sufficient 
for normal purposes and is adequately supplemented 
by the exposure tables ~ sually furnished by the 
various flash lamp manufacturers. 

The photographer who is familiar with and habitu
oily makes use of flash lamp graphs should know 
something about the method of operation of both 
flash contacts. 

X-Conlad (zero-delay) : contoct is made shortly 
before the shutter blades reach full opening . Appli
cation: for lamps with short firing time (up to 
5 milliseconds) and short flash duration . 

M-Conlacl (full synchronization) : contact is made 
approximately 16.5 milliseconds before the shutter 
blade. are fully opened. Application : for flash lamps 
.with long firing time (average firing delay 16.5 milli
seconds) and long light duration . 

For safety reasons one pole of the contact is 
grounded to the camera body (isolation-test : 700 volts). 
All commercially available flash guns and electronic 
flash units may be used . Current-carrying capacity 
of the contact when several flash lamps are 
connected simultaneously : 10 amperes at 24 volts for 
a period up to a maximum of 1/15th sec. 
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Tips on Flashlight Photography 

1. Use fresh batteries. Condenser or capacitor flash
guns are more consistent since lamp ignition is some· 

what less dependent on battery power (Rolleiflash) . 

2. Be sure that the contacts of the battery and lamp 
sockets are cl ean . Handle flash cable with care, avoid 

kinking, otherwise there will be danger of short
circuit and premature flash ignition . - Note: the 

contact must not be cannect~d to house current I 

3. To light up long rooms or to achieve special illu

mination effects , one or two Rolleiflash comb. exten
sion units may be connected to the Rolleiflash . Con

necting cords adding up to a total length of 33 feet 
(66 feet with fresh battery) may be used . Always insert 
flash lamps in Rolleiflash first, then in extension units , 

to avoid premature firing . Unnecessary battery drain 
will be avoided by inserting lamps just before firing 

and ejecting immediately afterwards . 

4. Blue flash lamps, like electronic flash, simulate 

daylight and are intended for use with daylight 

color film. 

5. The power of flash illumination decreases accord

ing to the square of the distance : i. e., an object six 
feet away receives only one-fourth the light as an 



object at three feet . Distance from flash to subject 
must therefore be carefully considered in selecting 
diaphragm opening. Lamp manufacturers supply easy 
to use guide numbers which are divided by the 
distance in feet to obtain the required diaphragm 

opening . 

6. Flash as main light source : do nat take weak roam 
illumination into account, expose strictly according to 

flash output. 

7. Flash as fill·in light : useful in brightening shadows 
whether due to insufficient illumination or to the fa.ct 
that the picture is being token "against-the-light", in 

full sunlight. The fill·in light must be kept at a low,r 
intensity level than the main source of illuminatio~, 
otherwise the strong flash will give an unnatur~1 

effect, not at all like daylight. Too strong a flash 

might even cause an apparent underexposure of the 
sky or the area not reached by the light. Electro~ic 

flash units are particularly well suited for use as fill , in 

lights when shooting calor sports pictures . Use smaller 
lamps or keep them at greater distance. 

8. When using the bu ilt-in self-timer, only X-contact 

is employed . It is best to use l/30th sec . with this 
contact setting for most lamps. 
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IV. LOADING AND FILM TRANSPORT 

The Rolleiflex " is loaded with 2'14 X 3% roll-film 
120 or B II 8 (620 not usable) and delivers 12 expo
sures 2~ X 2'14 . 

The loading of. the camera is confined to a few 
simple operations : open the back - insert the full 
film spool - thread the film - close the back. 
From now on the film transport follows automatically 
through crank action . 

Back 
To Open: swing aside the back locking lever at the 
bottom of the camera <D, lift the clip ®, open 
back 0 , using the clip as a handle. 

To Close: with the flat of the hand push the back 
clased , fold down the clip and return locking lever 
to full forward ,Position . 



The back is generally removed only when replaced 
by the plate adapter. 

To Remove: open back fully CD and swing the lacking 
lever on the right side back hinge (crank side) in the 
same direction until it stops (D. Slip back out of the 
opened hinge @. 

To Attach: insert detached back first into ' the left 
and then into the right hinge (with locking lever in 
the upper position}. 

Protect the open camera against prevailing dust 
and dirt and clean it occaSionally with a soft camel's 
hair brush I 

Never change film in direct sunlight, utilize at 
least your own body's shadow I 

The camera may be attached to a tripod by means 
of the threaded socket on the bollom . Co uti on : 
the length of the tripod screw must not exce~d 3/16". 
If longer, employ a washer or spacer to avoid 
damage to camera . For cameras with continental 
tripod sockets a reducing bushing is available. 
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Film Pressure Plate Must be Positioned 
Correctly! 
When roll-film is employed, the inscription 2'h X 2'h' 
must be visible below the film pressure plate. When 
changing from 120 roll .film to 35 mm film, or the 
reverse, an adjustment must be made according to 
the film type being used. 

To adjust the film pressure plate <D: Press the plate 
against the back and push it up or down until it 
stops. When released it must spring forward com
pletely into the normal plane I 

Inserting the Film Spool 
In the factory-n ew camera the empty spool (take-up 
spool) is already in position . After removal of the 
exposed film the just emptied spool becomes a 
take-up spool, and must be transferred to the 
upper spool-chamber. The end with the slot goes 
to the right engaging the windin'g key of the film 
transport mechanism @ . 
Both film spools are held in position by the spool 
knob devices on the camera's left side. The 'upper 
(take-up) spool knob also serves as a 35 mm frame 
counter when using the Rolleikin (see booklet ' The 



· Practical Accessories ' ). To change films both knobs 
are pulled to on outward position , where they will 
remain until a slight pressure is applied to make 
them return . The eomero 's bock should be closed only 
after the knobs have been returned to their original 
positions - closing the bock serves to lock the knobs 
in position . 

To Insert the Empty · Spool : first fit the spool over 
the winding key on the right (cronk side) and pull 
out the guide knob 0. Push the spool down on the 
left applying slight pressure, so that the knob may 

snap bock into place fully @. It is then necessary 
to turn the cronk until the long slot in the empty 
spool comes uppermost ® . 
Note : The empty spool must be removed from the 
camero when using on adopter - however, keep it 
handy for use with the next roll of 120 film . 

To Insert a Full Film Spool : in the some way as 
applies to the toke-up spool ®. The pointed end 
of the backing paper must point in the direction 
of the toke-up-spool chamber, so that the colored 
side of the backing paper remains on the outside. 
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Threading the Film IPaper leader) 

After inserting the new film-spool tear the tape seal 
open and remove it. 

1. Thread the beginning of the backing paper through 
the rollers of the film feeler mechanism (importan") 
and draw it up to the take-up spool, colored and 
printed side outwards G) . 

2. Push the paper leader through the long slot of 
the take-up spool as for as it goes ®. 
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3. Tighten the backing paper by one spool turn 
(= approximately % crank turn). making sure that 
the paper is wound up properly on the take-up 
spool CD. Close back (with the film pressure plate 
adjusted according to instructions I). 

Film Transport 
The correct positioning of the film according to the 
first and following numbers of the exposure counter 
is accomplished exclusively by the crank. The cor red 
operation of this is governed by stops: 



Swing out crank 0, 
turn it until it stops with one continuous 
swing ® ond then back again until the next 

stop@1 

It is now locked, until the automatically cocked shuller 
is released. The simple rule then reads : 

I f the crank ca·n be turned, it m u s t be 
turned - once in each direction until it stops, 

until it locksl 

When advancing the film to exposure No.1 same .( 

to 5 cam pie t e crank turns are required . During 

the last turn a slight resistance of the mechanism 

must be overcame as the counter moves from 0 to 1. 

If it should happen that the crank reaches starting 

position when it stops, reverse direction one full 

turn, so that it locks I 

During continued film transport the amount of crank 

travel decreases gradually to · about a half turn. 
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When making expasures in rapid succession it is 
unnecessary to fold dawn the crank each time. It 
remains locked in its starting position, ready for the 
next film advance, with a slight pressure of the 
thumb keeping it against its stop. 

If longer intervals occur between exposures the 
question could arise : has the film already been 
advanced and the shutter cocked? The crank gives 
the answer immediately : 

Only if locked is it ' ready to shoat' l 

To Remove the Film 

After the 12 th and last exposure four complete crank 
turns are enough to wind off the re~t of the backing 
papereD· 

To Remove : open the back in th~ shade, pull out 
upper spool knob and remove the film from the 
same side ®. Fold under a good portion of the 
backing paper (for easier opening when developing) 
and seal 0 . Put the exposed film back into the 
light-proof protective cover of the ariginal package l 



Speed of Photographic Emulsions 
(Comparison values approximated) 

Relative I DIN I Smelner I ASA I General-I 
exposure (Europa ) 1651 Electric Weston 

4 

I 
10/10 

I' 

21 

I 
8 

I 
9 

I 
6 

3.3 11 / 10 22 10 12 8 
2.7 12/10 23 12 15 10 

2 

I 
13/10 

I 
24 

I 
16 

I 
18 

I 
12 

1.7 14/10. 25 20 24 16 
1.3 15/10 26 25 30 20 

1 

I 
16/10 

I 
27 

I 
32 

1 

36 

I 
24 

08 17/10 28 . 40 48 32 
0.67 18/10 29 50 bO 40 

0.5 

I 
19/10 

I 
30 

I 
b4 

I 
75 

I 
50 

0.4 20/10 31 80 100 64 
0.33 21/ 10 32 100 120 80 

0.25 

I 
22/10 

I 
-

I 
125 

I 
150 

I 
100 

0.2 23/10 - 160 200 125 
0.17 24/ 10 - 200 250 160 

0.13 

I 
25/10 

I 
-

I 
250 

I 
300 

1 

200 
0.1 26/10 - 320 400 250 
0.08 27/10 - 400 500 320 

The characteristics of the different rallng systems do 
not permit a direct mathematical conversion. How
ever, the approximate comparison values of the table 
offer sufficient information for most practical purposes. 

Film Reminder in Focusing Knob 

In order to know with which film material the camera 
was last loaded two adjustable discs, located in the 
front part of the focus in!l knob, are rotated by means 
of a cam in the center : if turned to the right CD it 
indicates the speeds 8to 160ASA (10/10 0 to 23/l0 0 DIN), 
if turned to the left ® it indicates the film types 
Ortho, Pan, Color daylight film :0: and Color artificial 
light film ~ . 
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v. TIPS ON PICTURE·TAKING 

Landscapes 

Focusing for distont v'iews with foreground may be 

accomplished simply with aut using ground glass except 

for viewing : set infinity mark (00) opposite diaphragm 

opening used - second corresponding diaphragm 

mark wil l indicate nearest point in focus . Example: 

00 at f : 11 - sharp area 00 to 17 ft (5 meters) approx. 

Filters: importan t for separating tones, which would 

otherwise be similarly rendered by the black and 

white film , ar far influencing the mood of the picture . 

1. Blue Sky with Clouds: yellow filters darken blue 

skies and thus improve the repraductian af . clouds . 

The deeper the color of the filter, the stronger and 

mart! dramatic the effect. Blue snow shadaws are 

also rendered truer ta tone. The green filter tones 

dawn the sky, brightens faliagE> and darkens the 

occasionally too lightly rendered reds (with pan 

film) such os sun-tanned fl esh and red tile roofs . 

For filtering the sky but not the landscape : the 

Rolleipol filter darkens the blue sky only by eliminat

ing the polarized light. 



2: Haze and Mist: the blue filter, useful for pictorial 
effects, increases hazy eflect. The orange or red cut 
through and improve the clarity of distant views . The 
blue filter reduces contrast, the red or orange increase 
brilliance. Maximum penetration of light haze is ob
tained with infra-red film and infra-red filter (700 mil). 
Barely visible mountain chains are reproduced clearly. 
An odd effect with this combination is that green 
leaves are rendered almost white. Filters are of no 
use at all in really bad weather when there is a 
good deal of moisture in the air. 

3. Sea, Beach, Mountains: strong ultra-violet rays 
must be absorbed through use of UV filter. Results 
will otherwise be dull. The H 1 filter serves the same 
purpose for daylight-color film. Reduction of the 
bluish cast is quite marked. 

Picture Composition Rules: distant views ore ge
nerally better if foreground contains (for added depth 
impression) trees, people, animals, etc. Foliage is 
often used as a frame ' for the distant view. Focus 
should be sufficiently sharp in the foreground . Strong 
effects are created when deep shadows in the fore
ground are set against the lighter distance. Side 
lighting or even back lighting give the most im
pressive pictures. 



Portraits 

large heads : do not work closer thon 40 inches to 

avoid possible perspective distortion . If necessary, 

enlarge from a smaller section ' or use Rolleikin . 

Focus on the eyes . Use qui~t , neutral colored back

grounds and do not stop down too much (f : 5.6) so 

as to keep backgrounds fro,!, intruding. If possible, 

move subject away from background. Out of doors, 

try using sky as only background . Open air portraits 

are best taken early or late in day when light is 

softer and not too blinding . Favor soft light, avoid 

deep shadows. In emergencies use reflectors or 

fill-in flash . Simple, proven artificial light procedure : 

lamp No. 1 next to camera somewhat above head 

level, lamp No.2 on the side to lighten shadows, 

approximately l/30th sec . For special effects, lamp 

No. 3 as overhead or back-light. Important: use lens 

hood and focusing extension hood for reducing 

extraneous light. Pan film , no filter. Moisten lips (high

lights I) . To reduce sharpness and add "glamor" : 

Rolleisoft (soft diffusion disc) 0 or 1 (stronger) over 

lens. Use larger diaphragm openings and backlight 

for sunny effects. 



Children 
Never use force , watch for interesting effects ond 
expressions carefully. A clever assistant to divert 
children 's attention from cumera is aften a valuable 
aid. Try close-up shots of children 's expressians as 
they listen ta favorite or exciting stories. Laughter, 
astonishment, pity and even an occasional yown 
provide wonderful material for good shots ar picture 
series. For clase-up shots' use same technique as for 
portraits. For children in motion, use snapshot tech
nique outdoors and flash indoors, Low viewpoints 
and close-up effects are best. 

Animals 

Patience, quietness and familiarity with the animal 
and its peculiarities are great assets. Close-up pic
tures are most rewardiQg; use portrait technique , 
Make use of natural light effects such as back
lighting . Action pictures : use snapshot or sport tech
nique (with flash, if needed) . Rolleinars are often 
helpful with small animals. Zoo : animal portraits -
avoid bars or netting . Hint : netting often becomes 
invisible when lens nearly touches wire. - Fish in 
aquarium : use side and overhead lighting in other
wise darkened room. A good trick is to limit move
ment of fish within sharp zone by means of vertical 
glass plate in tank. 



Snapshots 

Unexpected picture opportunitiEs or rapidly changing 
subject distance make a simplified technique, based 
on de pth of field zones, highly desirabl e. The follow
ing three settings have been found very effective : 

1/125 sec. II Diaphragm opening f: 8 

Short distances Medium distances Long d istances 
approx. approx , approx. 

9 to 16 ft 14 to 34 ft 18 to 80 ft 

B G G 
Shutter speeds and diaphragm openings do not often 
need changing in sun.light. Those suggested cover 
most contingencies . Thus instead of wasting time for 
focu sing when in a hurry, use one of the above 
settings . This snapshot technique is especially useful 
with the . direct view finder . Variation ' of the values 
(see table page 21) makes this techn ique a vailable for 
other depth of field zones . Example : diaphragm 
opening f : 11 , focus at 30 ft , depth of fi e ld extends 
from 15 ft to 00 for snapshots of scenes . Chief uses 
for this technique: groups in motion, street scenes, 
playing children, reportage, sports. 



Sports 

Sports pictures are generolly most effective when 
the originq'l rapid motion has been sufficiently 
"arrested" pnd the subject remains well defined. 
The fastest s~utter speeds are essential , together with 
careful focusing . Sometimes pre-foc~sing on the spot 
where the a'ction is to take plac!: is possible. Do not 
overlook the possibilities of training sessions, since 
greater cooperation can otten be had at such times . 
Snapshot ,technique is valuable for turf and ice shots 
and for any case when it would be difficult to guess 
exactly where to focus. Watch your shutter speeds 
and viewing angle. Shooting at right angle to the 
direction of the action requires a much faster speed 
than when the action is going in other directions 
(see table page 23) . If the action is very fost or 
takes close to the camera, it is best to pan or 
follow with the camera. This results in a sharply' 
rendered main object against a blurred background, 
thus increasing the imRression of speed. There is 
often a fine moment for shooting when the action 
reaches a peak and stops momentarily, such as when 
a pole·vaulter "hits the top" before statting to come 
down again. With insufficient light or indoors use 
synchro-flash and 1/500 th sec . The extremely short 
duration of electronic flash is highly desirable in 
some instances. Use ' the direct view finder; do not 
overlook the advantages of the Rolleikin with its 
telephoto effect, maximum use of film area and 
greater film capacity. 



Theatre and Music-Hall 

At longer distances only a section of the film is 

generally used, hence this is a good field for using 

the Rolleikin . Do not depend on footlights but con

centrate on spot-lighted performers or features . 

Exposures cif 1/30 th sec . are generally adequate unde r 

the strong lights with fast pan film . To take flash 

pictures without knowledge of or disturbing subjects : 

use dark flash (colored lamps or reflector with infra

red filter) and infra-red films . After pre-setting focus 

you can use direct view finder most comfortably. 

Night 

Include direct light sources as symbols of the night 

in the picture . Only very strong , close lamps must 

be hidden beh ind natural foreground objects (build

ing, tree, persons) , otherwise over-exposure will 

result. Make use of effects : reflecti.ons in wet streets, 

light deflected by snow, eariy twilight with traces 

of brightness in the sky. Use fast pan film only. For 

time exposure : cover up lens when auto headlights 

cross the picture area, to avoid streaks. Use flash 

for snapshots at night, not for night shots. 



Copying 

Smaller originals are best copied with Rolleinars . 
See table page 59 for reproduction sizes . The camera 
should be set on a rigid , vibration free stand with 
the original pa rallel to the film plane. Use a small 
stop; f : 11 recommended . Light evenly from both 
sides but a void reflections . Glassy surfaces give less 
trouble if Rolleipol is used . Colored originals may 
require filter for better tone separation. Use can
trasty ortho film (or even positive film with Rolleikin) 
for black and white originals . Spots on originals 
can be minimized by using a filter similar in color 
to spot with pan film . The Rolleikin is especially 
valuable for series or archive work . Single reproduc
tions are economically taken with the plate back 
adapter. Reproductions from books are readable 
with ordinary magnifier ,directly from 2Y. X 2Y. con
tact prints. Small objects (small machine parts, 
assembly pieces) may be handled similarly to copying . 

. A spotlight can often be an additional aid in this 
case. Shadowless lighting effects are facilitated by 
placing object on a suspended glass plate . Reflections 
from fine glassware or other highly reflective objects 
can be reduced to a minimum, if the oeject is photo
graphed by reflected light such as can be had inside 
an illuminated, white painted box. 



Shiny Surfaces 
Eye.glasses, pictures, water surfaces, window glass 

and other brilliant reflecting surfaces often give 

disturbing reflections, nat always avoidable by 

chang ing angle or illumination . A simple remedy 

in many cases is to use the polarizing filter Rolle.ipol. 

Reflected light is often polarized in one direction 

and this can be absorbed . or reduced by proper 

orientation of the Roll e ipol. This is done by merely 

turning it for best effect. It may sometimes be 

necessary to change can;era position to obtain best 

angle. In artificial light a second pola·filter over the 

light gives ful l control at any angle . When the 

reflections are removed objects seen through the 

shiny glass or water surfaces became clearly evi· 

dent. Torsion or strain tests of various materials are 

also possible with the help of the Rolleipal. Reflec· 

tions from certain metal surfaces ~hen the Rolleipol 

has little or no effect are best handled by photo. 

graph ing in diffused light or changing direction of 

illumination. Small, shiny metal parts can be held 

over burning magnesium to provide a wh ite coat or 

greased and rubbed with graphite. 



Plants 

flowers, blooms and gross are most effective in 
close-ups token against the light. Use Rolleinars 
with fill-in light or reflectors. Stop down for needed 
depth of fie ld and shoot in bright light with n a 
wind. A semi-circular shaped cellophane shield is on 
effective guard against the ground breezes that 
destroy definition . Use filters to differentiate be
tween equally bright colors . Keep in mind that a 
filter renders its own or similar colors lighter, 
whereas its complimentary color comes out darker. 

Color Photography 

Color films have little exposure latitude, so ovoid 
strong light contrasts and use exposure meter. In 
doubtful cases make three exposures, varying dia
phragm opening one half stop each side of what 
is considered normal. ' Correct color reproduction 
is possible only with correct matching of proper 
film types with illumination . Use compensating filters 
when needed according to manufacturer ' s instructions. 
Rolleipol-filter : reduces glare fr<>m reflecting sur
faces , also darkens the blue color of the sky 
(page 44) without affecting the color of the landscape. 
Select subjects with p leasing large color p~tches, 
not just an accumulation of loud colors . Overcast 
sky often renders pleasing pastel effect. 
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Panorama Pictures 

As special landscape photos: distant views covering 

a wide stretch of the horizon are easily possible 
with the panorama head. Any number of shots, from 

two to a complete circle (360°) ten may be taken 
to form a partial or complete panoramic view. Use 

a sturdy tripod and carefully level the camera by 
means 'of the spirit level provided in the panorama 

head. You may easily include y~urself in one of the 

pictures by means of the self-timer, thus adding 

interest in the form of a figure when none other is 

available . Changes in lighting mus! be considered 

in making the separate exposures . ~ast moving clouds 

require that the succeeding pictures be made quickly 

in order to get ,easily matched joints . There is ample 

overlapping between each picture to make accurate 

cutting and joining easy. Of course, the prints should 

be well matched in tone and contrast as well. 



Multiple Exposures , 
The possibility of cocking the shulter without ad

' vancing the film (page 24) permits double or multiple 
exposures. Here are a few trick possibilities : multiple 
portrait images of the some person. Pictures of 
' doubles '. Penetrations: . technical apparatuses in 
closed and "pen presentation . 
Action studies with flash: moving machine parts in 
various working positians . Publicity: photographs 
super-imposed on text, combination photos. 

Tone separations : multiple expasures with different 

filters . Time and growth studies : phototropism, 

crystallisation. When picture. are taken from the 

same position: completely steady tripod, immovable 

positian of camera. Cable release! Dark, unlighted 

background simplifies photographing objects which 

are placed side by side (reduces the danger of inter

fering bockground). To facilitate composition, fashion 

paper masks for ground glass. 
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Pictures Through the Microscope 

When a microscope is focused by someone with 
normal eyesight, the eye sees the image as if it 

were at infinity. Consequently, the Rollei, also focused 
at infinity, can simply take the place of the eye over 

the microscope in order to record the image on film . 

Microscope and camera should be mounted on firm 

stands, without mechanical connections. Place the 

camera so that taking lens , focusing at 00, is brought 
as close as possible to the ocular. Check optical axis 

carefully ; film plane should be parallel to surface 

being photographed . For full coverage of 2'14 X 2'.4 
use wide angle ocular, however, sufficient coverage 

for Rolleikin negative is to be had in any case. 
Framing through view finder is unnecessary . Do not 

stop down since this has no effect on exposure. 

Factors affecting exposure are illumination and trans
mission of the objective, to be ascertained through 

tests . Apochromatic micro-lenses are best, particu
larly with color film. In shooting black and white 

with these lenses, use ortho material and green filter. 
Generally interesting are micro-pictures of crystallized 

chemicals through Rolleipol filter in conjunction with 

another polo -filter over microscope condenser. 

Care of the Rolleif/ex 

A precision camera demands care in ~andling . 

Protect it against moisture, dust, sand, strong 

sunshine, hard blows or falls . First safeguard : 
the ever ready case . Second safeguard (when not in 

use while traveling) : a rubber bag to guard against 
water, sand or snow. Carry camero around neck 

too minimize transportation ~hocks . Keep all parts 
clear and clean lenses with a soft camel 's hair brush 

or doeskin. Although the mechanism is not unduly 

sensitive .to cold, some condensation may form on 

the lenses when the camera is brought into a warm 
room from outside in cold weather . Do not wipe off

let moisture evaporate . In the tropics arrange to 
keep the camera , when not in use, in an' air-tight 

container. 

In Case of Damage to the Rolleif/ex 

The task of repairing major or !ninor damage is 

the special province of the expertly trained mechanic. 
Franke & Heidecke maintain their own special 

workshop in which all repairs are done with pre

cision at nominal prices. Abroad, apply to photo 
dealers and factory representatives for full information , 



The Practical Accessories for the Rolleif/ex 2 .80 

Code: 

Berce 
Ceobe 
Ceihe 
Ceimi 
Celin 
Ceeen 
Cesky 
Ceara 
Ceubi 
Cebla 
Cehaz 

Cefir 
Cetnu 
Ceton 
Cetar 
Cepun 
Ceodo 
Koece 

Celee 
Ceset 

Ever Ready Case for Rolleiflex 2.S 0 
Lens Hood 
Rollei Yellow Filter, light 
Rollel Yellow Filter, medium 
Rollei Green Filter, light 
Rollei Green Filter 
Rollei UV Filter 
Rollei Orange Filter 
Rollei Red Filter, light 
Rollei Blue Filter, light 
Rollei H 1 Filter (UV Filter for Daylight 
Color Photography) 
Rollei Infra-Red Filter 
Rolleisoft 0 
Rolleisoft 1 
Rolleipol 
Rolleinor Lenses, set 1 (40-1SV2 in .) 
Rolleinar L-enses, set 2 (20-12% in .) 
Leather Case containing : 1 Lens Hood, 
2 Sets of · Rolleinor Lenses and your 
choice of 5 Filters 
Leather Case (without contents) 
Leather Case containing : 1 Lens Hood 
and your choice of 2 Filters 

Code: 

Cesof 
Focom 

Foapt 
Fosli 
Fopla 
Focas 
Fofoc 
Rolce 
Foeod 
Fohod 
Fogri 
Cesyn 
Boxin 
Cekab 
Flaco 

Trika 
Blika 

Leather Case only 
Complete Plate Adapter Equipment com
prising: 1 Plate Adapter, 3 Slides, 
1 Focusing Screen Slide, 1 Leather Case 
for 2 Slides 
Plate Adapter 
Slide 
Cut-Film Sheath 
Leather Case for 2 Slides 
Focusing Screen Slide 
Rolleikin 2 C 
Panorama Head 
Extension Hood 
Rolleigrid Lens 
Rolleiflash C Attachment [flash comb. 
Boxin Case for 1 Rolleiflash + 1 Rollei
Extension Cord for Flash-Attachment 10ft. 
Extension Flashholder Ralleiflash comb. 
with Connectin!'1 Card SO in . 
Extension Card for Rolleiflash comb. 10ft. 
Flash Connecting Cord 32 in. 

To a vo id errors when ordering ac c essories please specify cam e ra-number . Full Infor
mation o n th e use of Rollel accessories in the booklet "The Practical Accessories" . 
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Table of Rollei Filters 

Special compensa tion factors for lig ht values are given when using filters, 
and these may be varied to suit type of fi lm and lighting conditions. 

Rollei Filter 
light val ue 

Use compensation 
O rtho I Pan 

light yellow Landscapes, snow, clouds. Ren· -1.5 -1 

Medium yellow 
ders yellow and green lighter, 
blue darker. - 2 -1.5 

Li ght green Landscapes, snow, clouds. Ren- - 1.5 - 1 
ders green lir,hter, red (cam-

G reen 
plexian) and lue darker. For 

- 2 -1.5 pa n emulsions. 

Hazy distant views . Renders - 1.5 
O range ye llow-red lighter, blue da rke r, to 

distant ob jects clearer. - 3 

Hazy distant views . Renders red - 2 
Light red lighter, blue .green darker. Gives to stranger effects than O range -3.5 Filter. • 

lig ht bl ue Artificial light. Renders red dar- - 0.5 - 0 .5 ker. For ultra-pa n emulsions. 

UV 
High altitudes above 6000 feet. 
Seascapes. Eliminates ultra- - 0 .5 - 0 .5 
violet rays which red uce contrast. 

Infra -Red 
Special filter fo r infra-red emul -
sians . Transmits dark red 
above 700 m I' and infra -re~ . 

oJ 

UV-Filter, especially designed 
for long dista nce calor photo-

No increase Hl grap hy. Absorbs ultra-violet 
rays, subdues predominance of of exposure 
bl ue a nd cuts aeri al haze in 
distance shots . 

~- ---

0) Exposure depends on the type of em ulsion used and must be determined 
by tests. 

I 



Focal Length and Focusing-Range with Rolleinar Lenses 

Rolleinar - 1 
I 

2 tenses 

Focal length 80 mm 76 mm 72 m,n 

Focusing - Range 
lin inches) 00 - 40 39 ' /. -18 ' /. 19 3/ , -12 ' /. 

Field.Size and Scale of Reproduction 
Focused 31 ' /2 in. 19 3/ , in. 

I 
13 in . Distance 

Field- 2' /,, 2' /, 22x22 13 3/.x 13 3/ , 8 3/, x8 3/ , 

Size 
(in Ro llei- 9 x12 ' /. 5 ' 12 x 77/ . 3'12 x5 ' I. 

inches) kin 

Scale of Repro- 1 : 10 1 : 6.3 1 : 3.9 duction approx. 

Depth of Field with Rolleinar Lenses 

Rolleinar 1 I 2 
Focused 

I I I 
f / Stop 

Distance 31 ' /. 23 ' 12 19 ' /, 15 ' /, 
(in Inches) 

from 291/ . 

I 
22 112 

I 
187/ . 

I 5.6 to 33'/. 243/ , 20 112 

'" c: 
OJ 

from 28' /, 
I I 

~ 
-5 22' /, 183/ , 15' /. 8 ] 
.!: to 34' /, 25' /, 207/ . 16' /. 

~ 
a 

from 28 

I 
21'1, 

I 
18'/, 15 '" 

-u to 353/ , 26 21 ' /, 167/ , 
11 

~ 
'0 from 26' /. 

I 
207/ , 

I 
173/ , 

I 
145/ , 16 

L 
to 38' /, 27' /. 22 17' /. 

a. 

I I I 
-!: 

OJ 
fro m 25' /, 20 167/, 14' /, c:.. 0 
to 413/ , 283/ , 23' /, 18' /, 22 

~ ~ 

Taking-dista nce measured from lens panel to object. Permissib le circle of 
confusion in this special case (d ue to the large image and less need for 
enlarging) = app rox. f/1000 . For increased sharpness further sto pp ing down 

"" is required . .., 
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Aggiunta alia pagina 24 - Paglna 24 

Lavorando con valori dl lumlnolita: premere II tasta (I) e regolare la scala dei valori dl 
luminosita sui numera desiderato ruotando il bottone per la regolazione dei tempi. Quando la 
fessura sui tasto stesso si trova in corrispondenza dei contrassegni sui bottone del diaframml (2), 
II asslcurato il funzionamento con valori dl lum inasita. 
Qualora per inserire il valore di lumlnosita , occorresse servlrsi anche del bottone dei dlaframmi, 
accertarsi che il tasto sia nella pos izlone dovuta I 
Lavorando len z a valori di lumlnoslta : 10 fessura sui tasto di sblocco deve essere in poslzione 
trasversale rispetto al contrassegni (3). In tal caso dlaframmi e tempi di otturazione non risul
teronno accoppiati e potranno essere regoloti separatomente. 

Trabalhando co m 0 valor de luminosidade: Premer 0 travco de seguran~a (I) e aiustar 0 

valor de lumlnosidade por glra~co da rodinha to tempo de exposi~co. 0 valor de lumlnosidade 
aiustado esta seguro quando a fenda do disco do travco de seguran~a aponta em direc~co as 
marcas da rodlnha do diafragma (2). 
Feilo 0 aiuste do valor de luminosidade, controlar, por meio da rodinha do diafragma, a 
posi~ao carrecta do traveo de seguronc;a. 
Trabalhanda lem a va!ar de luminosidade: Rodar 0 disco do travco de seguran~a . at6 

ficar transvanal as ditas marcas (3). Oeste modo, 0 tempo de obturador e 0 diafragma ficam 
desacoplados e podem ser aiustados cada um independentemente do outr~. . 

TrabaJando con valores da luminolldad : Apretar la tecla de bloqueo (I) y fijar el valor de 
lumlnosidad haciendo girar la ruedecilla de los tiem~os. EI valor de luminosldad escogido 
queda asegurado cuando la ranura de la tecla de bloqueo mira hacla las seiiales de la ruede
cilia de las aberturas diafragm6ticas (2). 
Depues de fijar el valor de luminosidad mediante la ruedecilla de los diafragmas, cerciorarse 
de que la tecla de bloqueo se halla en posici6n correcta. 
Trabajando lin valoras da lumlnosldad: Colocar la ranura de la tecla de bloqueo en 
posici6n transverlal con relaci6n a las senales de la ruedecilla de los diafragmas (3) . De esta 
manera velocidades de obturador y aberturas dlafragm6t1cas permanecen desacapladas e 
independientes y pueden graduarse por separado cada una de por sf. 
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Zu Seite 24 - Page 24 

Arbeiten mit Lichtwert: Sperrtaste drOcken (1) und Lichtwert durch Drehen des Zeitrlidchens 
einstellen. Der gewiihlte Lichtwert ist geslchert, wenn der Schlitz der Sperrtaste auf die Marken 
de,s Blendenrlidchens zeigt (2). 
Nach Elnstellen des lIchtwertes mit Hilfe des Blendenradchens : richtige Stellung der Sperrtaste 
OberprOfen I 
Arbeiten oh ne Llchtwert: Schlitz der Sperrtaste quer zur Marklerung (3) einstellen. Dadurch 
blelben VerschluBzeit und Blende entkuppelt und einzeln verstellbar. 

When u'lng light values: Depress coupling release button (1) and set light value by turning 
'shutter speed control wheel . The setting is secured and the caupling engaged when the slot in 
the coupling release button is lined up with the curved engravings on the diaphragm wheel (2). 
After setting the light value, by moving e ither or both contral wheels : be sure that the coupling 
release1button is in the correct position I . 
When not using light value,: Set coupling release button to a position not in line with curved 
markings (3). This uncouples the diaphragm and speed scoles to permit individual adiustment. 

En operant avec 10 valeur de lumlnation: appuyer sur la touche d'encliquetage (1) et r6gler 
la valeur de lumination en faisant tourner la molette des vitesses d'obturation . La molette reste 
r6g16e sur la valeur de lumlnation choisle lorsque 10 fente de 10 touche d'encliquetage pointe 
vers les reperes de la molette des diaphragmes (2). 
Apres Ie r6glage de la valeur de lumination au mayen de la molette des dlaphragmes, s'assurer 
que la touche d'encliquetage est dans 10 position requise! 
En operant 00 n s 10 valeur de luminatian: orienter la fente de la touche d 'encliquetage 
perpimdlculairement au repere (3) . La vitesse d'obturation et Ie dlaphragme sont alors d6sac· 
coupl6s et peuvent ~tre regles separement. 

FRANKE & HEIDECKE· BRAUNSCHWEIG GERMANY 
Printed in Germany G.d 0755 
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